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Introduction
highly compressible and possess low strength,

The foundations on such soils'T'HE soft clayey soils
A as in the case of Bombay marine clays,

cannot transmit high intensities of load, and they do undergo large settle-
ments. In such cases, the costly methods for improvement of the bearing
capacity, such as preloading with use of sand drains, or use of piles become
inevitable. The steel storage tanks as used in petro-chemical industries
usually placed on such sites. In this paper, two aspects of the problem of
steel storage tanks, and their foundations in such soils,are presented; which
when used in appropriate situations, may eliminate the costly methods.
These two aspects are (a) cost analysis of the structure, taking into
account the foundation also, alongwith the supper structure, (b) step-load-
ing method, during the first filling of the tank.
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A generalized computer programme has been developed to predict
the safe rate of loading of such tanks, resting on soft clayey soils.
Cost Analysis

Generally, the cost analysis available is pertinent to the superstructure
only. The foundation costs are not usually included in this analysis [Aries
and Newton, (1955); Brownell and Young (1959)]. Also it is reported that
the foundation cost in such cases, may even exceed the cost of the superstru-
cture [Aldrich (1957); Brownell and Young (1959); Roberts (1961)]. So it
is thought, that if the diameter of the tank is increased somewhat more than
that diameter, which is obtained by analysis for optimum tank dimensions
from economic point of view (considering superstructure only), the reduction
in intensity will occur. The reduction in intensity will decrease the founda-
tion cost, and in some cases, it may completely eliminate the piles, in which
case, the cost of the foundation will considerably decrease.

In many instances, it may not be possible to change the dimensions of
the tank. In that case this approach will not help the designer to ease his
problem. But in cases, where it is possible to modify the tank dimensions,
the feasibility should be carefully considered, before going
actual foundation problem.
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COST OF THE SUPERSTRUCTURE

In view of the fact that sufficient data regarding relative costs ofdifferent types of foundations are not available, the analysis is restricted to
only in showing reduction in intensity corresponding to increase in cost of
the superstructure only. The design of the tank is done in accordance with
IS:803-1962; with assuming different values of height/diameter ratio, ranging
from 0T to 2 0 in steps of 0‘1. While calculating the cost, the following
assumptions arc made :

(1) The cost is directly proportional to the weight of the tank in kg,
the constant of proportionality being Cx (at ground level).

(2) For every three metres rise after the first three metres, the cost
increases by 10 percent of that cost for the earlier interval of 3
metres. So if Fx is the height factor, which when multiplied to
the cost of the roof takes care of the increase in cost due to height,
then

-0)
where n=height of the tank in metres/3. Similarly if Fa is corres-
ponding factor for the shell, then

•••(2)Ft= 2 (11)» V«
n=1

(3) The weight of the annular ring, etc., is assumed to be 0-2 times
the weight of the bottom plates.

(4) The weight of the columns, purlins, etc., is assumed to be 0 3
times the weight of the roof plates.

THE RELATION BETWEEN COST AND INTENSITY OF LOAD

The cost is calculated in terms of Cx, for different values of hid. There
is only one particular ratio of hid at which the cost is minimum. This value
of the cost is taken as the base cost C(/QMIN. The subsequent costs
calculated as the percentaae of this base cost. The intensity corresponding
to C(X)MIN is also taken as base, and other intensities are calculated as the
percentage of this intensity.

A computer programme was prepared so that once the capacity is
given, the above analysis will be carried out automatically. The block flow
diagram of computer operations is given in Figure 1. The costs, calculated
for some 30 capacities ranging from 10 ma up to 10,000 m3, are shown
graphically in Figure 2. The cost is represented in terms of C,. The trend
is similar to six-tenth rule [Aries and Newton (1955)].

Figure 3 shows for a tank of capacity of 600 m3, the relation betweenincrease in cost due to change in hjd ratio, and corresponding change inintensity. For example, it is seen that for 1 percent increase in cost, due toincreased diameter, the intensity of load has decreased almost by 8 percent;for 10 percent increase in cost, the intensity has decreased by 37 percent,and for 30 percent increase in cost, the intensity has decreased almost by50 percent.

are

This clearly shows that while designing the tank, the proportions ofthe tank must be fixed, not only by doing cost analysis for the superstructure
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Program tank cost

Dato volume of the tank
Volue of the cost, factor ci

H# ighi /diameter = h/D= R=Q t
or K?zOiI

Calculate the thicknesses of the shell, t. Check
for limitation coming from diometer of the

took ( I S I — 803)

Colculote factors FI one* F2

Calculate volume and hence weight of steel for
shell roof and bottom

Colculote the cost of the tank C IK)
Colculote the intensity of the lood

in

h/D = h/D+ 01 orK= K+l

Print h, D,t,FI,FZ
C(K) and I

If
h/D GT. 2

Yes

Find out minimum cost C ( K ) min from
all values of C(K )
Find out intensity of lood,I min. corres -
ponding to ClKlmin.

Calculate each ClK ) as percentage ofC (Klmin,calculate intensities of load as
per cent of i min

Print h/D, C l K i,
O K ) x I Q
ClKl min ’
of h/D

I x iOO for aII valuesI m m

T
1 End 1

FIGURE 1 : Block flow diagram of computer operations.
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FIGURE 2 : Cost versus capacity of the tank .

alone, but by considering the foundations also. This is especially true, when
the tanks are situated in deep soft soil deposits, where the cost of the founda-
tion is equal to, or, some times greater than the cost of the tank.
The Step Loading Method

The improvement in the shear strength of the soil, due to consolida-
tion is made use of, in the step loading method, of improving the bearing
capacity of the soil. The method is exactly similar to the method of using
pre-load. Since comparatively large settlements of the tank bottom are
allowable [Carlson and Fricano (1961)] the tank itself is used here as the
pre-loading device.

The maximum possible load, assuming a certain factor of safety against
shear failure, is applied in the initial stage. Then the soil mass is allowedto consolidate, under the load. After some time, say a few weeks, the
improved strength is calculated, and based on this strength, the maximumpossible extra load that can be allowed, is applied . The procedure is repeateduntil the desired load comes on the foundation. The method is economicaland can be employed whenever the corresponding time required to completethe step loading is available.

A systematic procedure to obtain the curve of load intensity versustime is given below. A computer programme was evolved, to carry out thenumerous calculations. A block flow diagram of computer operations isgiven in Figure 4. The steps are as follows:
(1) The maximum load that can be applied initially is calculated,taking into account the desired factor of safety.

10,00010010
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FIGURE 3.
(2) The consolidation process starts as soon as the load is applied. A

proper time interval is chosen. The pore pressures are calculated
at the end of every time interval; and the percent consolidation is
also calculated.

(3) A certain value of percent consolidation is chosen, at which the
improved strength is calculated.

(4) The new load is calculated, by first finding out the minimum
factor of safety for unit intensity of load, and then back calcula-
ting the load for the desired factor of safety.

(5) It is checked, whether the desired load has come on the founda-tion or not. If not, then steps (2) to (5) are repeated until the
desired load comes on the foundation.

EXPLANATION OF THE SYSTEMATIC PROCEDURE
Steps (1) and (4 ) : The <£„=0 case is assumed. The failure surface is

assumed to be circular arc. First unit intensity of load is assumed. From
any point P, 100 trial failure circles are considered, such that their intercepts
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Data — D iome»er of the took, soil properties like cohesion, coefficient ofconsolidation.The depth of the consolidating loyer. The maximum expectedtl m e In^ doyi. The per cent consolidation UP , ofter which the new lood wfn
be applied, slope, maximum load intensity, the desired foctor 0f safety etc

Assign the initial values of the pore pressures ond boundary conditions forthe drolnage . Initial votues of the shear strength . Colculote the initial load,ond the height of the water up to which the tank con- be filled, and
esponding time in days

C o r r -

Subroutine UPARSHAL
Compute the area under the curve pore pressure vs depth, ot the instont
when the load is applied . ( This helps in computing per cent consolidation )

I
print — Fill the tank up to o height equal to HH meters in time equal to
time days

Time =HH -

Subroutine STRESS
Calculate pore pre -
ssures immediately
ofter the new loadANO
is put .

If
NoY e s

Q now. Ge O max

Subroutine CONSOL

Colculote the pore pressures at oil desired points ; ot the end of every
time interval. Calculate percent consolidation, with the help of another
subroutine — subroutine WATERFLO

I
Subroutine STABILITY

Calculate minimum factor of safety
(FSmin ) out of a hundred equally
spaced slip circles. for each of which
the factor of safety is calculated .
( This gives FSmin for only one point,
considered to be the centre of oil

the above circlesl. Calculate FSmin
for every point in the given mesh,.compute obsolute minimum FS min.
( This - is called aso FSmin)

Subroutine NEWC

Calculate orea under the curve
pore pressure vs. depth ot ooy

time, compare it with orea obtained
in subroutineUPARSHAL,and calculate
the overoge value of the shear
strength ( Improved ) for each
layer .

I
Colculote the new oddilionoi lood thot is possible
to odd, taking into consideration the volui of
o FS min. Also colculote the corresponding time .

End

FIGURE 4 : Block flow diagram of computer operations.
on the foundation are equally spaced, from each other. A mesh is chosenfor point P, such that the absolute factor minimum of safety falls within thatmesh.

The analysis is done as for the strip footing. From the reported obser-vations of the tank bottoms deformations [Carlson and Fricano (1961) ;Saurin (1958)] it is assumed that the tank fails by local shear failure, involv-ing only a part of the loaded area. So the factor which takes into account
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the circular shape of the footing is reduced from 1'3 [Terzagi and Peck
(1967)] to 1-0 only. This is an assumption on safer side. Actually it varies
from slightly greater than 1 to 13, as the part of the loaded area causing
failure increases.

From the obtained absolute minimum value of the factor of safety
for unit load intensity, the actual load intensity is back calculated. When
the strength is varying with depth, the depth is divided into 8 equal layers,
and average strength for each layer is calculated. This average strength
is considered for that part of the failure arc, passing through that particular
layer.

Step (2 ) : The problem of consolidation is solved by numerical
method by writing down the one dimensional consolidation eQUHtion, in a
finite difference form. The value of finite difference operator was fixed
at 1 /6 [Scott (1965)]. The numerical technique is very useful for problems
with non-uniform initial pore pressure distribution, for load which is

changing with time, and for complicated boundary conditions.
The depth of the consolidating clay layer, is assumed to be equal to

or greater than the diameter of the tank. Only single vertical drainage is
assumed. The CV is assumed to be constant. The horizontal displace-
ments are ignored.

INITIAL PORE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION

The computer programme evolved, is very flexible and can take any
initial pore pressure distribution. In the present case, the initial pore pres-
sure distribution is assumed to be exactly similar to the Boussinesque’s stress
distribution, below the centre of the tank.

The finite difference equation is solved for the points below the
centre of the tank. The consolidating depth is divided into 8 equal
layers. The points which are below the centre of the t _.nk and are also
on the boundaries of these layers are chosen as nodal points. The pore
pressures at these nodal points are calculated at the end of every time
interval.

Step (3) : A certain average percent consolidation u (Up) is chosen
for convenience. At the end of every time interval, from the values of
the pore pressures at nodal points, the average percent consolidation is
calculated. It is checked if this is equal to or greater than the chosen
value of UP. If so, then the new values of shear strengths are calculated
at all nodal points.

It is known that, in general, the clayey soils derive their strength due
to the pressure to which they have been consolidated. The reported curves
of effective stress versus shearing strength were used as a guide. [Figure 5after Subrahamanya (1969)]. An ideal straight line relationship is assumed
between the consolidating pressure, transferred to the soil
undrained shear strength.. The relationship is defined as

Cu —Cu
2 1

CP,-CP,

mass, versus

SLOPE =
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FIGURE 5 : Shear strength consolidating pressure relationship from squeezetest (After B. Subrahmanyam).

where CPi = effective consolidating pressure in kg/cm2

CUi = values of undrained shear strength corresponding to Cp,
in kg/cm2.

The value of SLOPE is assumed to be 0’3. A uniform undrained
shear strength is assumed initially. However, the computer programme
is flexible enough to take any initial shear strength distribution along the
depth.

The values of improved undrained shear strength are calculated as :
The new value of C„ for ith layer

= Initial value of Cu before the load is applied

+ SLOPE X New average effective stress.
The new average effective stress is calculated with the assumption

that the stress transfer to the soil grains, in a particular layer during
consolidation, is directly proportional to the average degree of consolida-tion for that layer.
Analysis

From the analysis of the failure circles, it was seen that the maximum
depth up to which the most critical circle will reach is equal to the dia-meter of the tank. For the cases where the undrained shear strength isuniform, or is changing with depth due to improvement is shear strengthdue to consolidation, as in the present case. So the depth of the consoli-dating layer, which is of interest from stability point of view, into be equal to the diameter of the tank. Since the depth of the consoli-dating mass is connected with the diameter of the tank, the ultimatebearing capacity factors for unit load become independent of the diameterof the tank; at any stage of step loading.

So if the step loads are expressed against the time factor T, thesolution is independent of the actual diameter of the tank, but dependsonly on the strength properties of the soil. This aspect was checked fromthe results of the analysis for 10, 20 and 30 m diameter tanks.
In Figure 6, the ultimate bearing capacity factor versus T is shown.As the time advances, the step loads become smaller and smaller. The

assumed
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The Rate of Loading

A certain value of UP was chosen in the calculations; for convenience.
Let the value of UP be 0-3 ; let it be that after the initial load is applied,

the 30 percent consolidation is over after say 50 days. The shear strength

of the soil is improving at every instant, after the initial load is applied,

even though, for numerical analysis, it is considered that the stiength

improvement takes place only at the end of 50 days.
So if use is made of the improved strength, not after 50 days, but

immediately as soon as it is gained, it is possible to fill the tank earlier.
To analyse this aspect the value of UP is changed from 0- l to 0'5 in steps
of 0-2. The ultimate bearing capacity factor versus time factor T is plotted
in Figure 7.

In the limit it can be said, that continuous loading of the tank at a
rate, which may not be constant, is the best and most economic solution.
The approximate continuous curves obtained from Figure 7 are given in
Figure 8. This procedure of drawing continuous curves is very useful in
the solution for the case, where the thickness of the clay layer is smaller
than the diameter of the tank.
The Solution for the Case where the Thickness of the Clay Layer is smaller

than the Diameter of the Tank

The solution is obtained only for the cases, where the clay layer is
lying at the surface of the ground. Generally the thickness of the clay
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layer is limited, and is smaller than the diameter of the tank. The problem
can be solved with the available data, such as represented in Figure 6.
It is clear from Figure 6, that, as the diameter of the tank increases, the
time required for the completion of the step loads increases considerably,
such that the solution becomes non-praclicable. But in cases, where the
thickness of the clay layer is smaller than the diameter of the tank, the step
loading method can be satisfactorily applied, since the time required for
completion of the step loads decreases considerably for thin clay layers,
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It is assumed that for thinner layers, the failure is a local failureand it occurs in the zone of the thin clay layer. It is obvious, that analysisis done and step loads are calculated on the basis assuming Z = d willprevent the local failure. The results are represented in Figures 9 and 10.The time factor T is calculated on the basis of length of the drainage pathbeing equal to D, the actual diameter of the tank.
If the clay layer is thin, the initial pore pressure distribution is notas assumed in the solution, but tends to be near to the uniform initial pore

pressure distribution. In that respect the analysis is approximate one
only. But from the reported curve of U versus T for different initial pore
pressure distribution [Taylor (1958)] it can be concluded that the approxi-
mation is quite reasonable one.

It should be remembered that all the discussion so far in this paper
is for uniform initial strength distribution.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

( 1) For cases such as non-uniform initial shear strength, which is
also changing with time, and for non-uniform initial and intermediate pore
pressure distribution, and where the failure slip circle is also obtained by
trial and error method, the closed form or analytical solution is either
difficult to arrive at, or if available, is cumbersome to use. In such cases
a flexible computer programme can be prepared to solve such complicated
problem. In the present case for each step loading, around 5000 trial
failure circles were tried. The time required for the calculation of 18 load
steps was approximately 5 minutes of computer CDC-3600.

(2) It is important to note that the solution obtained as given in Figure
6 is independent of the diameter of the tank. The solution only depends on

V r-

For various ( Thickness of cloy loyer/diameter of tonkl rahos= ZID
T is calculated on the basis of depth of clay layer=Diameter

Cu r O'Ikg/cm2 slope =0 3
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the strength properties of the soil. The given solution is for single vertical

drainage only.
(3) The solution for double drainage is expected

for any step load, by more than one-fourth, than that required for single

drainage. This is expected because of two reasons. One is well-known

that the length of the drainage path is reduced to half, so that the time will
be reduced to 0 -25 times that for single drainage. Secondly, the position
and radius of the critical circle is also changing. The critical circle, ill
case of double drainage will not go deeper and deeper as the consolidation
proceeds, but will remain mainly around the centre of the consolidating
mass. This will further increase the corresponding ultimate bearing capa-
city factor. In effect, the time required for a given step load will be further
reduced.

0- 2 0 - 40

to reduce the time

(4) The solution gives the pore pressures at various points along the
depth, below the centre of the tank, at the end of every time interval. By
installing piezometers, the performance of the foundation, can be checked
by comparing the measured pore pressure values with those obtained from
the analysis.

(5) In the field, because of various reasons like higher permeability
of the consolidating mass due to some large size particles or films of sand
stratum acting as drains ; the pore pressures may get dissipated faster than
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that given by solution, as obtained by running the computer programmefor the problem under consideration. To account for such a possibilityand to profit on it, the following method is suggested.
The solution from PROGRAM LOADING (Figure 4) gives a graphjof step load versus T. The solution also gives the average pore pressureU against T . So a graph can be plotted, as step load versus TT Based c;:the measured pore pressure, the step loads can be employed as soonas the corresponding U is attained.
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